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A space for human is also a space for birds.
A line of a square is the boundary of the
book, and it is also the connection between
facing pages.
The thesis is to connect human and birds by
boundaries.

PERFACE
The story begins with an observation about Providence Waterplace Park.
Providence was belong to birds in early history. However, the land was occupied by people’s landfilled activities to build cities. During the city’s industrialization and urbanization, birds quantity are reduced by the boundary of water and its polluted conditions caused by the textile industry and
jewelry industry. The pitch of their sounds had also reacts to the noise of
city. This means that birds had social life in the city, so they should be part
of the society we considered.

Early history / The city was all covered by water.

1832 / Only a “grand point” jutted out into the Cove.

1847 / The Cove was a circle for the first time.

1889 / The Cove lost its circular shape.

1995 / The Cove has returned – albeit smaller – to its original circular shape.

THESIS STATEMENT
The thesis is the truth of a city’ s culture that Birds and Human live in a
single-shared ecosystem boundaries. Architects as human always think of
architecture according to human’s needs and neglect animals’ demands.
However, the architecture and a city should acknowledge and response
to the cultural need and value of the society of which it interacts—birds
and human. Architecture needs to create spaces connecting these two
species by boundaries. The thesis seeks to explore the transition area
between these boundaries—a type of space providing a chance for birds
and human living tog ether harmoniously.

遛鸟
There was a culture of breeding birds as pets from Qing Dynasty in
Beijing because people were mostly nomadism and they enjoyed
listening to birds sounds in cages while walking. The more they walk,
the more birds would sing.
Through the void spaces between cages’ structure, one could observed and listened to another species. The cage provided habitat
for birds and shaped a relation between human and birds in history.
It was a miniature of architecture.

城门
Beijing consists of an old city in the city center and a new city surround it.
These two areas were separated by city gates and a city river. However, most
of the city gates were demolished while there are only two gates preserved on
the axis of the city.
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北京雨燕
Beijing Swift, which is a type of bird building nest in
small spaces between columns, beams and roof, has
been dramatically disappearing because of the destroyed of traditional architecture especially City Gates
in the old city in the axis of Beijing.
This is because they prefer to live between 13-65 feet
high which can help them to start to fly. While migrated
to Beijing, the huge city gates are the perfect artificial
caves for them to substitute the caves on the cliffs in
terms of the height and scale of holes.
Thus, to reconfiurate beams, columns and roofs is an
opportunity to bring birds back to the city,

群落相交
The proposal is to create a culture which is connecting birds and human by nature. The organic matters
from birds contribute as fertilizer for soil, and collaborate with human to cultivate nature and create a
sustainable ecotone. This culture will adapt to modern lifestyle and benefit for both species.
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BUILDING INTELLIGENT BOUNDARY
Mended Spiderweb was an art project create by Nina Katchadourian In 1998. She searched for
broken spiderwebs which she repaired using red sewing thread. However, the mened repairs were
always rejected by the spider and discarded, usually during the course of the night, even in webs
which looked abandoned.
Animals not only live in natural environment, but also live in the animal-made environment. Animals have their own wisdom and building techniques. Birds build different types of nests and
structures to adapt to the context in habitat. Some birds use hand-in materials to build nest in
precise depth to achieve optimal eggs temperature.
Architectural space for birds is unique in terms of the shapes, materials, precise dimensions and
engineering techniques. While birds are already the premier of architects in nature, what kind of
space can we architects build for animals?

DESIGN PROPOSAL 1 — PAVILION HABITAT
The strategy to response to the building intellignent boundary of birds is build structure
that birds can complete on their own.
A space for human is a space for birds. The
way we treat these two speices should be the
same. Thus, the idea of building uncompleted structure also applied to human’s space —
there are always potentials for the structure to
grow.

PLAN

The structure is located on the sidewalk. It is narrow on the two
sides to fit the context, but it is more freedom to grow on the
other two sides. Plants grow between or on the structure. Beside of the container on the structure, ground for architecture
is another container of soil and plants.

Pavilion / puh-vil-yuh n/
- an ecology consists of birds’ habitat, human’s activities and nature
Step /step/
-the surface for people lifting the foot and
setting it down in a new position
-the roof as part of birds’ habitat below
Ground / ground/
-the containter of architectural structure, human’s activities, birds’ habitat and soil for nature
Bench / bench/
- the surface supporting a person in a sitting
position
- the roof as part of birds’ habitat
Plant Container
- the void space containg soil and plants
- the roof as part of birds’ habitat

SECTION

The structure contributes to the city as a bus stop.
Roofs are important for attracting birds to come because it provides shelter space for them especially
in rainy days, with the idea of treating birds and human equally, roofs are also creating shelter space
for people waiting for the bus.

PERCEPTION BOUNDARY
The perception boundary of birds are different from
human. Glass enclosure is the second large human related killer to birds. There are two guesses for the reason, one is that they don’t see the glass at all. Another
is that they see a reflected landscape, and fly in a false
speed.
Birds’ eyes have a micro lens and a zoom lens, so they
can look at things from far away to capture the perfect
height and the scale of holes at the same time.
Compared with human, birds have a superior vision.
They can see ultraviolet light and four colors while human can only see three.
Architecture for birds should not only let birds physically engaged but also perceptional engaged to make
them feel safe.

DESIGN PROPOSAL 2 — BALCONY HABITAT
I connect birds to human’s apartment in different altitudes and shift terraces for human’s circulation and nature.The structure vary in both
height and scale of holes.
Beijing swift is a trigger of the design, but the
design also provides habitat for other birds or
even other animals
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SECTION A-A

The structure is attached to the
staircase to ensure the privacy of
the residences and create a public
balcony.
It breaks the core of the apartment
and the form of terrace changes
the pattern of walking into an experience of walking from indoor to
outdoor and to indoor.
SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

SECTION B-B

SOCIAL-POLITICAL BOUNDARY
In people’s eyes, there are a lot of social-political boundaries such us land
properties, nation-states, regions, and
so on.
The project Trading With the Enemy
was created by Duke Riley. He spent
four years planning and eight months
breeding and homing a kit of fifty pigeons to Key West. He proved that
pigeons could make the 90-mile flight
from Havana back to Key West carrying
highly coveted contraband Cuban Cohiba cigars without being found by human’s supervision.
Birds do not have social-political boundaries.

DESIGN PROPOSAL 3 — BRIDGE HABITAT
Beijing is the political center of the country
and there are a lot borders. The city river was
the border between royal family and others in
history, and it is the border between the old
city and the new city today.
The third proposal is a bridge habitat across
the border. The idea is to create an intersection between birds and human’s path and
shape the connectivity between these two
species and nature.

SECTION A-A

By doubling the layer of structure,
the space is habitat for birds, container fo climbing plants, and structure for the bridge at the same time.
the structure is built by human, and
the space between the double-layer
of structures is the environment built
by birds.

SECTION B-B

CITY NETWORK
Because of the zoning policy, buildings
are not allowed to exceed 150 feet in
the old city. So the opportunities for the
balcony habitat are more possible in
the new city and the opportunities for
the pavilion habitat can contribute as
the bus stop in the old city. The bridge
habitat is the connection of the old and
the new.
By designing this city network, the goal
is to bring birds back Beijing and reshape the pattern of connectivities between birds, human and nature.
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CASE STUDY
In architecture and landscape design field, there are
already some projects concerning birds strike, birds
feeders, birds migration and so on. I hope my thesis will
continue with them and contribute to this problems.

Snowdon Aviary at ZSL London Zoo
/ Foster + Partners

The Ford Calumet Environmental Center
/ Studio Gang

Eastern Scheld Storm Surge Barrier
/ West 8

“The Grade II* listed structure, designed by Cedric Price with Frank
Newby and Lord Snowdon in 1962,
was the first aviary in Britain that offered visitors a ‘walk-through’ experience, bringing them closer to the
birds in their natural habitat.”

“Constructed of salvaged steel rebar, the
mesh enclosing the south porch likewise
protects birds from striking the structure’s
transparent facade. At the same time, it
defines an engaging space for visitors to
explore and a “blind” for them to observe the surrounding wildlife.”

“Beds of shells are the ideal rest place for coastal
birds at high water. They choose the field that gives
the best camouflage, white birds choosing white
shells and black birds choosing black shells. Here the
fields are divided into geometrical patterns that contrast with the coastline and stress the artificial nature
of the colonies.”
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